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or the abortion debate, nor is it a develop-
mental biology textbook, but rather it is a
story of how meanings and causes have been
imprinted on embryos by various cultures
and groups over time.
Morgan’s own interest in embryos ap-
pears to stem in part from coming of age
during the Roe vs. Wade decision and from
provocative discussions she had with sub-
jects in Ecuador while doing field research.
In Ecuador, she found that while women had
varying views on the status of a dead or lost
fetus, the fetus was not immediately linked
with abortion in their minds, unlike for
many Americans. This suggested that in
spite of a single biological definition, there
was substantial cultural variation in what an
embryo is and how it should be viewed.
Morgan decided that exploring embryo col-
lections would be a good way to evaluate the
cultural history of embryos in the United
States. After laying out her motivations,
Morgan introduces one human embryo col-
lector, Franklin Mall, whose work helped le-
gitimize the field of anatomy and
contributed enormously to our understand-
ing of human development. She then dis-
cusses the relationships that embryo
collectors had with donors and their struggle
to have a reliable, consistent source of em-
bryos (which reflects upon the quality of
prenatal care in the early 20th century as
well as the causes for pregnancy loss). Per-
haps the most moving and informative part
of the book are the stories of individual em-
bryos ― how they were acquired, who stud-
ied them, and what they have taught us. The
embryos are at once complex, sad, and edi-
fying. Given the vast and diverse amount of
material that Morgan covers, the book could
have simply been a disjointed series of chap-
ters. Instead, it succeeds in weaving together
all of the above in a compelling way.
The book is thoroughly researched
(with meticulous citations) and will be of in-
terest to anthropologists, historians, and bi-
ologists. However, it also manages to be
accessible to the more casual reader. By the
end, Morgan presents a convincing argu-
ment that an embryo is much more than a bi-
ological term in a development chart. In
light of the recent and popular traveling
Bodies exhibits, it is worth noting that
human development is not just a biological
study but also a subjective topic that reveals
just as much about the motivations of inter-
est groups and the views of society as it does
about the subjects.
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The vast majority of discourse on
Oliver Wendell Holmes is confined to
Holmes Jr., the 20th century Supreme Court
justice, rather than his father. In Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes: Physician and Man of Letters,
editors Scott H. Podolsky and Charles S.
Bryan redress this imbalance, giving the au-
thor, medical scholar, and purported inspira-
tion for Sherlock Holmes his due. Beginning
with a series of essays on both the medical
and literary legacies of Holmes Sr. and end-
ing with an eminently citable collection of
quotes, this volume gives thorough consid-
eration to a man who was perhapsAmerica’s
last great polymath-physician.
The reader will be surprised to learn
about Holmes’ legacy. Before Pasteur popu-
larized his germ theory, Holmes investigated
the role of contagion in puerperal, or “child-
birth,” fever; long before hordes gathered in
front of pharmacies in central London to
protest homeopaths, Holmes published
scathingessayscondemninghomeopathyand
its“kindreddelusions.”Furthermore,heisthe
only medical doctor to save not just a patient
but an entire battleship ― the USS Constitu-
tion ― by penning a poem rather than a pre-
scription.Adescendent of Rabelais, who was
a contemporary of Emerson and Longfellow,
Holmes distinguished himself not only as a
doctor but also as a best-selling author.
While a simple recitation of Holmes’
many achievements would amount to a read-
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then dissects aspects of his work, and the
book as a whole is a well-considered and ed-
ifying treatment of a fascinating character.
The authors explore what they consider the
foundations of Holmes’ far-reaching work:
his critical scientific deliberations, discus-
sions of skepticism in medicine, theories of
depth psychology, and central role in foster-
ing vibrant literary discourse in America’s
“Age of Conversation.” It is this treatment
of multiple aspects of Holmes’professional
life that makes the volume equally accessi-
ble and interesting to readers of multiple
fields and backgrounds.
The section that returns to Holmes him-
self, offering a compendium of quotes on a
wide array of topics, is perhaps the most in-
teresting. The preceding essays provide in-
troduction and analysis that lend the follow-
ing collection of excerpts contiguity and
context, and they alone are certainly worth
reading.Yet any reader from doctor to writer
will want to dip into the well-curated quotes
for epigraph or inspiration long after the
book has been shelved. Though Holmes
warns his readers ― or, one might imagine,
lesser men ― against “all ambitious aspira-
tions outside of your profession,” we may
all take just a moment from our professions
to enjoy the wit and wisdom of this
artist/doctor/critic and the writers who pres-
ent him to us.
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